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(LONG CHASSIS)

NEWS AND VIEWS..................................................
That time of year again! – Bill and I wish you a delightful Christmas
and New Year. Three dates already for next year; firstly, 19th March is the
MG Show & Spares day at Stoneleigh, Warwickshire. We usually congregate
for half hour or so near the Triple M Register stand from 12 midday. MG
Live at Silverstone has also been announced as June 17th and 18th and as
previously mentioned, Pre-War Prescott, which is on 22nd July.
Our picture in Dispatch 52 of the 8 Ds in a line was well received! Must
admit the picture I took (as shown on Facebook) had a flag pole right down
the middle but Malcolm Robertson in Australia (editor of ‘The Pre-War MG
Register of Australia Newsletter’) used some clever software to put it right
so many thanks to him! Just to remind us what a good day it was here is
another picture from the event showing Bill and grandchildren in D0253
waiting for the off!

Also from the last edition I still have some of the radiator cap spanners
left. Just £5 plus £1.50 UK post and packing – overseas post at cost. You’ll
wonder how you managed without one!
Naturally Ds aren’t generally known for their competition abilities
apart from the current few who race modified ones! So, nice to hear about
a past success – D0274, already pictured on our website (see also Dispatch
24) during a 1934 Trial – we have heard that the first owner: The Hon. Mrs
Chetwynd was 8th out of 76 in her class in the very first RAC Rally (subnamed the Torquay Rally) in 1932. My thanks to Mike Dalby of M fame for
this information. D0274 is still about and slowly being restored by John
Duncan!

OIL IN THE REAR BRAKE DRUMS?.........................
It has been said that lubricated rear
brakes were down to overfilling the
differential and/or the 1/8” rear axle
breather hole becoming blocked. This 1/8”
hole is on top of the axle casing, driver’s
side; usually filled or obscured by paint or
muck! Originally the Modern Midget, MGB
V8 and presumably MGBs had a screw in
metal breather but replacements are now
a nylon/plastic moulded screw in breather
which tend to sheer off when knocked.
The V8 Register Notes in Safety Fast
(May 2016) tell of a ‘brass alternative to a
plastic axle breather’ and this is the Landrover breather No.515845.
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I recently purchased one on ebay from
‘crosslandy’ item number 161348997262,
beautifully made and very reasonable, but
be careful there are several selling similar
but you need the flat top version with the
ball non-return valve pictured above. Drill
the hole out with a 8.6 mm bit and then
thread with 1/8”BSP tap. My thanks to Peter Frost for this information.

BITS AND PIECES....................................................
Firstly, a useful bit of information on ignition coils! On original and
older type coils the wire terminals are marked ‘SW’ which equals ‘switch’
– meaning the ignition switch and ‘CB’ which is short for ‘contact breaker’
which goes to the distributor. Modern and replacement coils are marked
‘+’ and ‘—‘ and it depends on the polarity of your car as to where the wire
from the distributor goes on to the coil. Simple enough: Negative earth
then ‘CB’ = ‘—‘, Positive earth then ‘CB’ = ‘+’.
Ex D owner Alaster Bentley has kindly given the Group an original glove
pocket door complete with knob – useable or as a pattern and, also for
templates – a full tonneau cover and a hood bag in all its pieces – and
finally a re-print of the D Type Instruction Book, the sort sold by the MG
Octagon Car Club. All or any free to a
good D home! Postage at cost.
Long shot but has anyone a spare
rear casting from the D gearbox? This
is the bit at the prop-shaft end of the
gearbox pictured here:
Even a complete D box if you have
one!
Don’t forget we are always interested
if you have any surplus D parts to sell, or
if you need a particular D part in case we
can help.
And now for some light reading, or
project for Christmas? John Emmett has been busy converting the Petrolift
to an electronic version and his notes and pictures follow with our thanks.
Our facebook page should have the video showing it working to.

PETROLIFT SOLID STATE PCB.............................
The heart of the Petrolift is a simple solenoid version of the village water
pump, which would have been familiar to everyone in the 1920's. The pump
plunger runs loose in a thin brass liner inside the zinc alloy casing. The top
part of the casing forms a header tank open to the air through a top vent
and containing a cork float. You could fill this manually to start the engine.
In between the header tank and the solenoid pump is an extremely
clever rocking contact set, toggled by the magnetic field between the two
ushaped magnets mounted either side of the brass liner.
Inside the liner and above the pump plunger is a second free sliding
hollow sleeve with a top iron section and a bottom section of brass. This
is raised by the pump plunger with each stroke and can be held high by
a wire loop attached to the cork float. The iron part of this sleeve moves
between the two ends of the magnets, alternately shorting the magnetic
flux at each end, so rocking the contact set and operating the pump. Once
the header tank is full, the float holds the iron part up between the two top
magnets and the pump toggling stops.
If you examine the delicate contact arrangements and see the sparking
when the Petrolift operates, it gives some idea of the weak areas of the
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Can it be improved? Well, a simple diode will snub most of the sparking and contact
wear, but the weak toggle action can only really be improved by using electronic switching
If you examine the delicate contact
rather than mechanical, and the low delivery pressure (head) will always make it prone to
arrangements and see the sparkingspillage
when the
and vapour locking. On the other hand, bottom entry SU carburettor bowls
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radio frequency interference in spades.
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is relatively benign thanks to the presence of the fuel. Temperature isn't
the only criteria to contend with of course, as a typical unsuppressed MG
electrical system can have 200 volt spikes on top of the 12 volt ignition
line, (not least from the Petrolift solenoid itself) as well as radio frequency
interference in spades.
After trying a couple of approaches to the solidstate circuit, the relatively
simple approach shown below seems to work best (always a good sign for
any project, I find).
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